Join us at the European Mobility Conference in Maastricht from 31 May – 2 June 2017!
From 31 May  2 June 2017 the city of Maastricht will be hosting the ECOMM conference; the annual international mobility conference
for policy makers, researchers, and industry parties involved in mobility such as mobility management or smart mobility solutions. Last
year, this traveling European conference took place in southern Europe, in Athens. This year it will take place in the southern part of the
Netherlands, in Maastricht. We have recently announced the topics that will be discussed during the conference. A varied programme
has been compiled based on a selection from nearly 150 submitted papers. Please check our website www.ecomm2017.com for an
overview of the programme and of course, do not forget to sign up immediately!
With our slogan ‘Teamingup for liveable cities’ we would like to invite everyone involved in mobility management to jointly address the
mobility challenges we are facing. Cooperation is the main topic at the conference, cooperation between public and private parties,
across borders or between regions. What has the ECOMM conference got to offer? As mentioned, a wide range of presentations,
challenges, Pecha Kuchas, discussions on mobilityrelated issues, but also an exhibition area where government, industry and
research can meet up, interesting keynote speakers, fascinating field trips, debates with the new mobility generation. And a socio
cultural programme where you as a delegate will have the unique opportunity to discover Maastricht and beautiful surroundings. In
short, a programme not to be missed!
Please visit our website for more information on the conference topics and presentations. Topics that will be discussed are: Mobility as
a Service (MAAS), Smart collaboration, Behavioural Insights, Future Mobility and What makes a city liveable. Do not wait too long in
registering for the conference. Until 31 March you can still benefit from our Early Bird Fee. Even parties that are interested in reserving
stand space at the exhibition or sponsorship can still sign up via our website. The ECOMM 2017 conference is organised by EPOMM,
Maastricht Bereikbaar (Accessible Maastricht), the City of Maastricht, the Province of Limburg, the Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure and
the Environment, the University of Hasselt and the Breda University of Applied Sciences.
Essentials: The theme of the conference is “Teamingup for liveable cities” and takes place in Maastricht from 31 May  2 June. The
conference website, registration and programme, as well as a selection of hotels, are online.
We hope to see you in Maastricht and wish you an excellent conference experience!

